Tackle winter with confidence.
Conti Scandinavia Generation 3.
Designed for a variety of road surfaces in all weather
conditions to achieve excellent winter traction without
compromising on either mileage or durability.
Optimized compounds provide excellent grip on snow
and in the wet without compromising in terms of mileage,
wear shape or tread durability.
All-round safety based on two-stage siping technology
delivering great traction in winter as well as good mileage
and traction in summer.

Conti Scandinavia Generation 3.

M+S

The safe choice.
Generation 3 Conti Scandinavia tires have higher natural rubber
content for better rolling resistance and flexibility at low temperatures.
The filler and oil content has been optimized to enhance wear and
tear performance.

Sinusodial sipes for improved
traction and block stability
Longitudinal zig-zag groove
with rotating flanks and varying
angles to protect against stone
trapping

Longitudinal zig-zag grooves
with rotating flank angles,
optimized for stone ejection
and therefore more robust

Chamfered block edges for
improved resistance to stone
damage, high traction and
homogenous wear shape

Zig-zag grooves for improved
winter traction and robustness

Pocket sipes with alternating
depths for optimal lifetime
traction and mileage

Longitudinal zig-zag grooves
with rotating flanks and varying
angels to protect against stone
trapping

Lateral grooves for improved
stability even when the tire is
brand new

High number of lateral grooves
for better traction on wintery
roads

Conti Scandinavia HS3
› High safety and steering
stability thanks to pocket sipe
technology
› Excellent rolling resistance
and mileage due to the twolayer tread construction
› Features the special
Generation 3 winter
compound for harsh winter
conditions

Conti Scandinavia HD3
PERFORMANCE
+10% On-road mileage
+5% Fuel efficiency
+3% Robustness
+3% Grip – hard packed snow
+3% Grip – wet asphalt
compared to predecessor HSW 2
TIRE SIZES

265/70 R 19.5
285/70 R 19.5
295/80 R 22.5NEW
315/80 R 22.5NEW
315/70 R 22.5NEW
385/65 R 22.5NEW
385/55 R 22.5NEW

Conti Scandinavia HT3

› All-round safety based on
two-stage siping technology
delivering great traction in
winter as well as good mileage
and traction in summer

PERFORMANCE

› Excellent rolling resistance
and mileage due to the twolayer tread construction

TIRE SIZES

› Features the special
Generation 3 winter
compound for harsh winter
conditions

+5% Snow traction
+5% Wet traction
+2.5% Ice traction
compared to predecessor HDW 2

265/70 R 19.5
285/70 R 19.5
295/80 R 22.5NEW
315/80 R 22.5NEW
315/70 R 22.5NEW

› All-round safety due to siping
technology as well as pocket
sipes for excellent stability
when turning and braking
› The wider shoulders are
capable of withstanding
strong lateral forces
› Features the special
Generation 3 winter
compound for harsh winter
conditions

TIRE SIZES

215/75 R 17.5
235/75 R 17.5
245/70 R 17.5
265/70 R 19.5
285/70 R 19.5
385/65 R 22.5*
385/55 R 22.5*

* available from Q2 2021
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